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West Bengal District Gazetteers: Howrāh,
Amiya Kumar Banerji Harvard University
Press
Will be invaluable to researchers who are
interested in emerging areas of the field.
Introduction to Business Statistics
Academic Publishers
If one goes through these, one will find
that Late Sri Chakraborty not only

possessed the novel ideas and ideals in the and the Central Government. They invited
field of rural development but also
him as an expert or resource person for
translated them into practice. There is no successful implementation of their
branch of rural reconstruction programme programme. Even a few foreign countries
which was not enlightened by his thoughts. such as Pakistan, Bangladesh, Canada,
During his tenure of office, the Lokashiksha Germany, Israel, Srilanka and other
Parishad with the blessings of the
countries invited him and sought his
Headquarters took up one after another
assistance in their endeavour of rural
numerous projects like Rural Development development. It may be noted in this
Programme, Urban Development Scheme, connection that Sri Chakraborty never
specially Slum Dwellers’ Rehabilitation,
imposed his decision on others. He always
Child Care, Mothers’ Health Care, Adult
motivated the field workers so as to act
Education, Eradication of illiteracy, Rural and understand things on their own
Afforestation, Family planning, Rural
initiative and thus developed leadership
Banking, Panchayeti Raj and what not? His from the grass-root level. Sri Chakraborty
innovative ideas in these fields drew
also made valuable contributions to the
attention of different state Governments
National Planning Programme. His
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achievements in various fields of rural and areas such as design of uniquesailing there, and ends with James Esdaile’s
contentious work at the experimental Mesmeric
urban development received appreciation pi-conjugation, catalysts,
Hospital he was permitted to set up briefly in
from different international organisations
self-assembly, charge
Calcutta.
like unesco, unicef, who, etc. It will not be transfer complexes, liquid
an exaggeration to say that if his thoughts crystals, supramolecules, and Tailored Functional Materials MDPI
Born to an upper middle class family,
and ideas referred to various treatises
nanostructures by using
Mrinmoy Bhattacharyya lost his mother and
published in this book would have been
conjugated small and/or macrobecame a refugee before he was eight years
implemented on state and national level,
objects organically or
old. The Partition of India in 1947 forced him
then swamiji’s dream of a ‘New India’
electrochemically.
The
book
to relocate to West Bengal from East Pakistan,
might have been a reality. This book will
can
be
used
as
a
textbook
of
in utter penury. This is the story of how he
certainly be a source of inspiration to all
worked his way up from there to the helm of
social workers and research scholars who basic learning by
undergraduate and graduate
the college and university teachers' movement
have been working in this field. This will
students
of
chemistry,
in India, helping make a positive change to the
also be a rich collection for all rural and
working conditions of millions in the teaching
electrical and electronics
urban libraries and a guideline for all
profession. The entire journey of his life is
project officers working in different fields of engineering, and materials
rural and urban developement programme. science and by supramolecular narrated by threading together numerous
Recent Trends in
researchers in nanotechnology poignant moments and events, making the
book acompelling read from the first chapter.
Computational Intelligence
and biotechnology.
Quantum Dots and Polymer
Enabled Research Alpha
Never Give Up Academic Publishers
Nanocomposites Academic Publishers
Science Int'l Ltd.
Europeans in early colonial Bengal fell prey to
This book plays a significant role in
new diseases that their limited pharmacopeia,
Conjugated Objects:
based on an imperfect knowledge of physiology, improvising human life to a great extent. The
Development, Synthesis, and
new applications of soft computing can be
often failed to treat. This book looks at clinical
Application contains 17
regarded as an emerging field in computer
observations and theories by several English
chapters written by young
science, automatic control engineering,
doctors, who, with the encouragement of the
researchers and contains
medicine, biology application, natural
East India Company, strove to address these
current trends in piailments. This enthralling story begins with John environmental engineering, and pattern
conjugated systems for
recognition. Now, the exemplar model for soft
Woodall, who never voyaged to India but
application in broad research
computing is human brain. The use of various
equipped the surgeons’ chests aboard ships
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techniques of soft computing is nowadays
approximate solution. Soft computing-based
health. This book is very useful because there is
successfully implemented in many domestic, algorithms have demonstrated great
no book in the market which provides a good
commercial, and industrial applications due to performance to a variety of areas including
collection of state-of-the-art methods of soft
the low-cost and very high-performance digital multimedia retrieval, fault tolerance, system
computing-based models for multimedia
processors and also the decline price of the
modelling, network architecture, Web
retrieval, fault tolerance, system modelling,
memory chips. This is the main reason behind semantics, big data analytics, time series,
network architecture, Web semantics, big data
the wider expansion of soft computing
biomedical and health informatics, etc. Soft
analytics, time series, and biomedical and
techniques and its application areas. These
computing approaches such as genetic
health informatics.
computing methods also play a significant role programming (GP), support vector
Rudiments of Mathematics Part 1 BlueRose
in the design and optimization in diverse
machine–firefly algorithm (SVM-FFA),
Publishers
engineering disciplines. With the influence and artificial neural network (ANN), and support This book pursues a Marxist approach with an
the development of the Internet of things (IoT) vector machine–wavelet (SVM–Wavelet) have emphasis on class to reflect on Marx’s Capital
concept, the need for using soft computing
emerged as powerful computational models.
in the context of the East. It critically
techniques has become more significant than These have also shown significant success in reassesses some of the familiar concepts in
ever. In general, soft computing methods are
dealing with massive data analysis for large
Capital and teases out issues that are at its
closely similar to biological processes than
number of applications. All the researchers and periphery. In various essays, it explores this
traditional techniques, which are mostly based practitioners will be highly benefited those who borderland to promote new concepts and
on formal logical systems, such as sentential
are working in field of computer engineering, modes of analysing Marx’s treatise in the
logic and predicate logic, or rely heavily on
medicine, biology application, signal
twenty-first century. Accordingly, it represents
computer-aided numerical analysis. Soft
processing, and mechanical engineering. This an advance in Marxian theory and politics.
computing techniques are anticipated to
book is a good collection of state-of-the-art
Examining Marx’s Capital from the
complement each other. The aim of these
approaches for soft computing-based
perspective and location of the East, the book
techniques is to accept imprecision,
applications to various engineering fields. It is focuses on many issues that are at the
uncertainties, and approximations to get a rapid very beneficial for the new researchers and
‘borders’ of Capital, which is concerned
solution. However, recent advancements in
practitioners working in the field to quickly
principally on unpacking developed capitalism.
representation soft computing algorithms
know the best performing methods. They
New concepts are introduced and set in
(fuzzy logic,evolutionary computation,
would be able to compare different approaches relation to those championed by Marx in order
machine learning, and probabilistic reasoning) and can carry forward their research in the most to advance our understanding of economy,
generate a more intelligent and robust system important area of research which has direct
capitalism, development and politics. In this
providing a human interpretable, low-cost,
impact on betterment of the human life and
regard, the book offers a reading of Capital
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that is distinct from conventional reflections on of Sri Ramakrishna, had meticulously and southern lands of India. The history of India is
it in the Western world. The scope is vast,
systematically formulated the worship of Sri punctuated by constant integration of migrating
covering much of the territory in Marx's
people with the diverse cultures that surround
Ramakrishna based on the scriptural
Capital, as well as addressing a few new issues injunctions. Swami Hitananda, who was the India. Available evidence suggests that the use
connected to Capital. The content is divided
chief priest at the Belur Math and a monk of of iron, copper and other metals was widely
into the following sections: Reception of
prevalent in the Indian sub-continent at a fairly
sterling qualities, compiled the puja mantras
Capital in the East; Value, Commodity, Surplus
early period, which is indicative of the progress
and procedures and published them as a
Value and Capitalism; Population and Rent in
that this part of the world had made by the end
book
in
Bengali.
This
book
has
been
Capital; and Issues Beyond Capital.
of the fourth millennium BC, India had
translated
into
English
by
Swami
Rudiments of Mathematics, Vol 2 CRC Press
emerged as a region of highly developed
Atmapriyananda.
The
book
gives
all
the
This book offers a collection of original, state-ofcivilization. We hope that this book will be
the-art essays addressing various aspects of the
mantras and procedures to be followed in able to satisfy the general reader of History.
economic analysis of inequality, deprivation,
the brief and elaborate worship of Sri
Contemporary Advances in Innovative and
poverty measurement and social polarization, at
Ramakrishna, Sri Sarada Devi and Swami Applicable Information Technology CRC
both the theoretical and empirical level. Written by
Press
Vivekananda, along with notes of the
leading authorities in the fields of distributional
The book enriches the literature on different
analysis and normative economics, the respective procedures to be followed in the worship of
Kali, Rama, Krishna, Hanuman, etc. It also sub-domains of applied information
chapters present detailed overviews of cuttingtechnology. The ICCAIAIT Proceedings
edge literature, as well as stand-alone research.
details the procedure of the homa. This
Compiled as a tribute to Satya Ranjan
book will serve as a manual of worship to presents the high quality research papers
presented at ICCAIAIT 2018. The
Chakravarty’s lifetime contributions in the fields countless devotees who feel eager to
contributions cover the contemporary issues in
of normative economics and distributional
formally worship Sri Ramakrishna.
analysis, it represents an indispensable resource for
data analytics, computational intelligence,
Revisiting
The
History
of
India
&
Beyond
researchers, policymakers and doctoral students
nature inspired computing, cyber physical
Springer Nature
working on issues pertaining to income/wealth
systems, cloud computing, social network and
“Revisiting History of India & Beyond” have
distribution, social inclusion and poverty
intelligent computing on climate change. The
highlighted all the relevant issues of India's
reduction.
volume is an important resource for
history and culture is dynamic, spanning back
Advanced Soft Computing Techniques in
educationists, academics, scholars and
to
the
beginning
of
human
civilization.
It
Data Science, IoT and Cloud Computing
practitioners from both the public and private
began with a mysterious culture along the
Springer
sectors.
Swami Ramakrishnananda, a direct disciple Indus River and in farming communities in the
Advanced Computational and Communication
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Paradigms World Scientific
Biomedical and Health Informatics is an important
field that brings tremendous opportunities and
helps address challenges due to an abundance of
available biomedical data. This book examines and
demonstrates state-of-the-art approaches for IoT
and Machine Learning based biomedical and
health related applications. This book aims to
provide computational methods for accumulating,
updating and changing knowledge in intelligent
systems and particularly learning mechanisms that
help us to induce knowledge from the data. It is
helpful in cases where direct algorithmic solutions
are unavailable, there is lack of formal models, or
the knowledge about the application domain is
inadequately defined. In the future IoT has the
impending capability to change the way we work
and live. These computing methods also play a
significant role in design and optimization in
diverse engineering disciplines. With the influence
and the development of the IoT concept, the need
for AI (artificial intelligence) techniques has
become more significant than ever. The aim of
these techniques is to accept imprecision,
uncertainties and approximations to get a rapid
solution. However, recent advancements in
representation of intelligent IoTsystems generate a
more intelligent and robust system providing a
human interpretable, low-cost, and approximate
solution. Intelligent IoT systems have
demonstrated great performance to a variety of
areas including big data analytics, time series,
biomedical and health informatics. This book will

be very beneficial for the new researchers and
Peroxides—Advances in Research and Application:
practitioners working in the biomedical and
2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book that
healthcare fields to quickly know the best
delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive
performing methods. It will also be suitable for a information about Hydrogen Peroxide. The editors
wide range of readers who may not be scientists but have built Peroxides—Advances in Research and
who are also interested in the practice of such areas Application: 2013 Edition on the vast information
as medical image retrieval, brain image
databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the
segmentation, among others. • Discusses deep
information about Hydrogen Peroxide in this book
learning, IoT, machine learning, and biomedical
to be deeper than what you can access anywhere
data analysis with broad coverage of basic
else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative,
scientific applications • Presents deep learning and informed, and relevant. The content of
the tremendous improvement in accuracy,
Peroxides—Advances in Research and Application:
robustness, and cross- language generalizability it 2013 Edition has been produced by the world’s
has over conventional approaches • Discusses
leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research
various techniques of IoT systems for healthcare
institutions, and companies. All of the content is
data analytics • Provides state-of-the-art methods from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written,
of deep learning, machine learning and IoT in
assembled, and edited by the editors at
biomedical and health informatics • Focuses more ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from
on the application of algorithms in various real life us. You now have a source you can cite with
biomedical and engineering problems
authority, confidence, and credibility. More
information is available at
‘Capital’ in the East Springer Nature
Guru to the World tells the story of Swami http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Peroxides—Advances in Research and Application:
Vivekananda, the nineteenth-century Hindu
2013 Edition Springer
ascetic who introduced the West to yoga
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
and to a tolerant, scientifically minded
the 52nd Annual Convention of the Computer
universalist conception of religion. Ruth
Society of India, CSI 2017, held in Kolkata, India,
in January 2018. The 59 revised papers presented
Harris explores the many legacies of
were carefully reviewed and selected from 157
Vivekananda’s thought, including his
submissions. The theme of CSI 2017, Social
impact on anticolonial movements and
Transformation – Digital Way, was selected to
contemporary Hindu nationalism.
highlight the importance of technology for both
Guru to the World Routledge
central and state governments at their respective
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levels to achieve doorstep connectivity with its
citizens. The papers are organized in the following
topical sections: Signal processing, microwave and
communication engineering; circuits and systems;
data science and data analytics; bio computing;
social computing; mobile, nano, quantum
computing; data mining; security and forensics;
digital image processing; and computational
intelligence.
The Story of Ramakrishna Mission Sri
Ramakrishna Math
Quantum Dots and Polymer Nanocomposites:
Synthesis, Chemistry, and Applications reviews
the properties, fabrication, and current and
potential users of quantum dots-based polymer
composites. It offers a much-needed update on the
essential components of polymer nanocomposites
by exploring the synthesis, processing,
classification, characterisation, and applications of
quantum dots. Topics include modern fabrication
technologies, processing, nanostructure formation,
and the mechanisms of reinforcement. This book
also covers biocompatibility, suitability, and toxic
effects of quantum dots-based polymer
nanocomposites. Applications such as biomedical,
pollution mitigation, sensors, and catalysis are
explored, as are opportunities and future research
directions. This edited book acts as a one-stop
reference book for researchers, academics,
advanced students, and scientists studying epoxy
blends. It will be of interest to materials scientists,
polymer technologists, nanotechnologists,
chemical engineers, physicists (optics,

plasmonics), chemists, and mechanical engineers,
among others.

covered in this book are synthesis and
characterization of polymers, ceramics,
Sri Ramakrishna, the Great Master Springer composites, biomaterials, carbon-based
This is a collection of articles by
nanostructures as well as materials for green
established scholars in the fields of History, environment, structural materials, modeling
and simulation of materials. The book also
Philosophy, Literature and Religious
covers the topic of emerging trends in
Studies. These are original essays which
nanostructured materials, thin films, and
address the issues and concerns that now
devices. The book is useful for students,
dominate the study of religion in its
researchers, and professionals working in the
multiple dimensions with a fresh approach.
various areas of materials science and
They critique settled opinions and raise
engineering.
new and engaging questions concerning
Deep Learning, Machine Learning and IoT in
cultural hermeneutics and the academic
Biomedical and Health Informatics Cambridge
study of religion. Embellished with a
Scholars Publishing
substantive and topical introduction by the Workshop Proceedings, Indian Statistical
editor, this collection of articles will be of Institute, Kolkata December 19-20, 2015
abiding interest to scholars and interested Rabindranath Tagore's ??ntiniketan Essays
Taylor & Francis
lay persons alike.
The book titled Advanced Computational and
Studies in Hinduism Academic Publishers
Communication Paradigms: Proceedings of
This book presents the select proceedings of
International Conference on ICACCP 2017,
the International Symposium entitled
Volume 2 presents refereed high-quality
“Materials of the Millennium: Emerging
papers of the First International Conference on
Trends and Future Prospects” (MMETFP
2021). It discusses the synthesis, tailoring, and Advanced Computational and Communication
Paradigms (ICACCP 2017) organized by the
characterization of different materials for
Department of Computer Science and
functional applications in various sectors
Engineering, Sikkim Manipal Institute of
which include but not limited to energy,
Technology, held from 8– 10 September 2017.
environment, biomedical/ health care,
ICACCP 2017 covers an advanced
construction, transportation etc. Topics
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computational paradigms and communications
technique which provides failsafe and robust
solutions to the emerging problems faced by
mankind. Technologists, scientists, industry
professionals and research scholars from
regional, national and international levels are
invited to present their original unpublished
work in this conference. There were about 550
technical paper submitted. Finally after peer
review, 142 high-quality papers have been
accepted and registered for oral presentation
which held across 09 general sessions and 05
special sessions along with 04 keynote address
and 06 invited talks. This volume comprises 77
accepted papers of ICACCP 2017.
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